FOOTBALL &
LEADERSHIP
MODULE ONE

ABOUT

FOOTBALL & LEADERSHIP
After 15 years of experience working within the English Premier League,
Hyundai A-League and the Danish Superliga, that exposure at the elite level
has provided head coach Scott Miller with fantastic insight into the
leadership styles of some of the worlds elite footballer managers.
The football & leadership program is aimed at aspiring and professional coaches
that want to identify their personal leadership principles, build high performing
teams, lead change and innovation whilst positively influencing the team dynamic.
Designed to challenge, guide and support team cohesion it's structured
framework identifies and strengthens the dominant key areas that unite teams
high performance culture focus and direction.

THE PURPOSE
How do we as leaders design and implement a structure that can influence our team
dynamic to ensure sustainable team cohesion and focus?
The characteristics of a modern leader require high emotional intelligence, a defining purpose
that is inspiring and the ability to engage and build trust with its athletes and staff.
Executed correctly, the leader can positively influence organisational culture, and enhance
performance through empowerment of more effective teams.

DESIGNED TO CHALLENGE,
GUIDE & SUPPORT ASPRING COACHES

WHAT WILL YOU LEARN?
The module will offer you as coaches a learning opportunity to
gain clarity on how to create an elite team dynamic and
environment whilst obtaining a clear understanding of;

Defining your leadership & coaching principles
How to adapt your leadership style to suit your current situation
How do we create a team culture
What are the teams winning behaviours
How to influence the team & Individual mindset
Are we an intelligent team and functioning effectively
Open & honest communication
Creating & sustaining professional relationships
How will we become successful together

TESTIMONIAL
Scott Miller is an outstanding football person. He has a relevant and contemporary approach to creating and
sustaining a High Performance environment, through theoretic and practical learning in the Professional game. I
have seen only a few people, who can energise and educate the way Scott can. He is one of the most organised
and knowledgeable coaches I have worked with. His knowledge is surpassed only by the enthusiasm and energy
he brings, complimenting a strong strategic acumen with an undeniable ability to relate with players and staff
respectfully on an emotional level.
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